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Thanks to @gappy3000: http://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/poetry/gioia/gioia.htm?src=longreads

http://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/poetry/gioia/gioia.htm?src=longreads


Advice for Poets, from someone who thought they were irrelevant in 1991

❖ Poetry needs performance, especially along with other media. Mix it up.

❖ Critics need to be more critical: Don’t just love everything.  Have an opinion.

❖ Poets need to share the work of other poets, not just their own. 

“When poets give public readings, they should spend part of every program 
reciting other people's work--preferably poems they admire by writers they 
do not know personally.” 







http://mobile.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/magazine/the-smutty-metaphor-queen-of-lawrence-kansas.html



http://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/the-writing-life-of-a-young-prolific-poet-warsan-shire





“Bot Poetics”

https://harrygiles.org/2016/04/06/some-strategies-of-bot-poetics/



“a popular, and populist, form of poetry” — harry giles

❖ recontextualization

❖ procedural editing

❖ juxtaposition (Darius’s @twoheadlines)

❖ signal from noise (@thestrangelog)

❖ exhaustion: endless lists (Allison’s @everyword)

❖ imitation

❖ instruction



@the_ephemerides

By @aparrish

https://twitter.com/the_ephemerides


http://rethinked.org/?tag=dada

Dada-ist poetry, via 

Tristan Tzara (1920)



–William S Boroughs

“It is experimental in the sense of being something to do.” 

http://www.remixthebook.com/the-course/cut-ups



RhymeFinder

Try It on Github.io

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/rhyme-finder/


a feature i didn’t expect





But: who are you all?



Dante’s Wood







http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/recurrentjs/

Andrej Karpathy’s 
RecurrentJS

http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/recurrentjs/


Repo code (won't run live yet)A map for Allison Parrish

https://github.com/arnicas/eyeo2016-talk/tree/gh-pages/uk_nnet_map


But the original data was even better, IMO.



Toss that Dante thing into recurrent.js…





https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/


Swap out gibberish for other vocabulary in the data set, plus add some visual interest…

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index1.html

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index1.html


Similar, but “darkling wood” gets blacker with each repetition… too much?

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index2.html

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index2.html


Swap out some of that repetitious woods for random British towns, hey why not….

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index5.html

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/Dante/index5.html


Hockney’s Photograph  
of Mother in Polaroids 
(thanks to Jenny Odell)



Alli L-System Poetry son Parrish http://static.decontextualize.com/lsys/

(these are not the 
rules for this poem)



– Applying the Addictive Psychology of Slot Machines to App Design

“Variable Ratio Enforcement”

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3046149/evidence/applying-the-addictive-psychology-of-slot-machines-to-app-design


– Applying the Addictive Psychology of Slot Machines to App Design

“Too little reward and the animal becomes frustrated and stops 
trying; too much and it won’t push the lever as often.” 

“Variable Ratio Enforcement”

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3046149/evidence/applying-the-addictive-psychology-of-slot-machines-to-app-design


–Angela Duckworth

“it is human nature to get bored of things and to seek the novel.…
[But if you want to be more than a dilettante], one of the skills is to 

learn to substitute nuance for novelty.” 

http://freakonomics.com/podcast/grit/



Bot or not neural net test (that I failed)



❖ http://neuropoetry.herokuapp.com/

http://neuropoetry.herokuapp.com/


Gerard Manley Hopkins

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerard_Manley_Hopkins

Experimental Victorian, posthumously successful.

“As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame;
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells

Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bell’s
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name”



Poemage

http://www.sci.utah.edu/~nmccurdy/Poemage/ http://datastori.es/68-poemage/



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins



“Inversnaid” by GM Hopkins





Nanogenmo, and longer works….



https://www.safaribooksonline.com/blog/2014/11/08/nanogenmo2014-procedurally-generated-mysterious-codex/

Lyza Daly (@liza) Voynich Manuscript Generator

https://www.safaribooksonline.com/blog/2014/11/08/nanogenmo2014-procedurally-generated-mysterious-codex/


Emily Short’s “The Annals of the Parrigues”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B97d5C256qbrOHFwSUhsZE4tU0k/view
https://emshort.wordpress.com/2015/12/07/procjam-entries-nanogenmo-and-my-generated-generation-guidebook/

“a (mostly) procedurally generated guidebook to a fictional pseudo-English 
kingdom….it’s a story I wrote with the machine.”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B97d5C256qbrOHFwSUhsZE4tU0k/view
https://emshort.wordpress.com/2015/12/07/procjam-entries-nanogenmo-and-my-generated-generation-guidebook/




Genetic Help



Genetic Algorithms 101

❖ Attributes in the genetic code are encoded in ranges of possible values.

❖ Product of the “genes” is evaluated according to a fitness function

❖ New generations evolve combining the “best” survivors—

❖ Plus some randomness to keep things evolving.

See, e.g., Shiffman, http://natureofcode.com/book/chapter-9-the-evolution-of-code/



Clay Heaton’s Blomster

https://github.com/clayheaton/blomster

a “Genetic Algorithm 
of Flowers”

https://github.com/clayheaton/blomster


User-input!

I provide the fitness function, based on which children I like best!

http://natureofcode.com/book/chapter-9-the-evolution-of-code/

http://natureofcode.com/book/chapter-9-the-evolution-of-code/


Castles are totally awesome, right?!

source

http://sailboatsandsparkles.tumblr.com/post/37004147891/imagineertobe-heres-the-south-elevation


(Behold my drawing skills with Processing.)









http://localhost:8001/castle_gen/castle_poetry/

By me, Yeats and
the artist 

Saiana on Shutterstock

https://arnicas.github.io/eyeo2016-talk/genetic_castles/
http://www.shutterstock.com/portfolio/search.mhtml?gallery_id=1023601&page=1&gallery_landing=1


Cocktail Re-Mixing



Cocktails are….

❖ Structured recipes

❖ Colorful, often Pretty

❖ Social, emotional, complicated.

❖ Poetic.





❖ sugar, honey : "positive" words (per SentiWordNet)

❖ bitters : "negative" words

❖ lots more herbs and fruits come into play, because I like herbs

❖ ice and water come in more forms (hail, snow, lakewater...)

❖ alcohols are substituted with other drink types and maybe drugs like prozacc

❖ club sodas come in varieties, like "book club soda", "golf club soda”

❖ when all other rules fail, use a word that sounds similar (RiTa.js) -- some of the best 
results!

A “Manual” Process of Reinterpreting  Into a Probably 
Undrinkable but Emotionally Interesting Brew







Excellent Bugs













https://commons.mla.org/?get_group_doc=292/1389210264-TurbulenceandTemporality-FINAL.pdf

“Poems are remade in each act of reading.” 

–Julie Lein

https://commons.mla.org/?get_group_doc=292/1389210264-TurbulenceandTemporality-FINAL.pdf


What is the goal? And why?

My algorithm 
did it “all alone”

 I, a human, 
wrote it “all 

alone”

“I am clever at the coding”
“It can be rerun infinitely and cheaply”
“I suck as a ‘real’ writer and they get 
paid shit, so.”

“I am an artiste, a real writer”
“Individual analogue work is priceless, time 

consuming, and irreplaceable”
“Only I could have written this, but then, 

maybe only I care.”

?





Tattoos

Tombstones







How I’d Like to See Us Keep Poetry Alive 



❖ Build tools and toys to write with and learn from.

❖ Make things for other people & with other people.

❖ Share the work of other people, name them and celebrate them.

❖ Study (and evolve) the bot poems for nuance, not just novelty.

❖ Save the ephemeral slot machine spin.

How I’d Like to See Us Keep Poetry Alive 



Some links
❖ https://harrygiles.org/2016/04/06/some-strategies-of-bot-poetics/

❖ The Bot or Not poetry test: http://neuropoetry.herokuapp.com/

❖ Data for the cocktail remixer: http://github.com/jordanmeyer/nyt-bar-optimizer

❖ http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2011/05/advanced_slot_machines_transfo.html

❖ Skinner: http://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-conditioning.html

❖ http://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/poetry/gioia/gioia.htm?src=longreads

❖ https://unbound.co.uk/books/brian-bilston

❖ http://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/the-writing-life-of-a-young-prolific-poet-warsan-shire

❖ https://photomuserh.wordpress.com/2012/03/04/david-hockney-photography-will-never-equal-painting/

❖ My Alt-Ai slides: https://ghostweather.slides.com/lynncherny/a-little-twist-on-reality/ and talk video: http://livestream.com/internetsociety/alt-ai/videos/
124461200

❖ Ross Goodwin’s good posts on using LSTM’s and RNNs for text: https://medium.com/artists-and-machine-intelligence/adventures-in-narrated-
reality-6516ff395ba3#.10j0myve8

❖ Jenny Odell’s talk slides from Eyeo: http://jennyodell.com/Jenny_Odell_Utopian_Fax_Machines_EYEO_2016.pdf

❖ Brian Bilston takes on poetry-writing bots: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/06/the-alan-turing-prize-for-poetry?
utm_content=bufferdd1df&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer

https://harrygiles.org/2016/04/06/some-strategies-of-bot-poetics/
http://neuropoetry.herokuapp.com/
http://github.com/jordanmeyer/nyt-bar-optimizer
http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2011/05/advanced_slot_machines_transfo.html
http://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-conditioning.html
http://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/poetry/gioia/gioia.htm?src=longreads
https://unbound.co.uk/books/brian-bilston
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/the-writing-life-of-a-young-prolific-poet-warsan-shire
https://photomuserh.wordpress.com/2012/03/04/david-hockney-photography-will-never-equal-painting/
https://ghostweather.slides.com/lynncherny/a-little-twist-on-reality/
http://livestream.com/internetsociety/alt-ai/videos/124461200
https://medium.com/artists-and-machine-intelligence/adventures-in-narrated-reality-6516ff395ba3#.10j0myve8
http://jennyodell.com/Jenny_Odell_Utopian_Fax_Machines_EYEO_2016.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/06/the-alan-turing-prize-for-poetry?utm_content=bufferdd1df&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer


Thank you’s

Nina McCurdy for timely Poemage help, Jen Lowe for articles on good 
twitter poets, Allison Parrish for being an inspiration, Darius for 
NANOGENMO and provocations, Gene Kogan for alt-ai.

Talks here that affected how I thought about this: Jenny Odell, Darius, Rachel 
Binx & Jesse Kriss, Charlie Lloyd, Patricio Gonzalez-Vivo, Gene Kogan, Paola 
Antonelli.

(and I’ll post slides from @arnicas)


